
The Consultative Sales Guide  
 
SUMMARY 
 

● 15 to 45 conversation  
● 80% of the time is focused on understanding their present situation, the past that got 

them here, and their desired future. (12 to 36 minutes of your time with them) 
● 20% of the time is focused on how you can fit into the process of taking them from their 

current situation to their future situation. (3 to 9 minutes of the total time)  
● The goal of each call/meeting is to identify the opportunity and soliciting a next 

step/action.  
● There are only two answers: yes or no 

○ Yes they will proceed with you (schedule the next step, sign up, etc.), or  
○ No they will not proceed with you (asks for more information without a time 

specific follow up, needs to “think” about it some more) 
○ A ‘no’ can change, but there will be too many who fall into the ‘maybe’ category 

that you cannot track them all. Just call them a ‘no’ and keep them in your 
database to send information in the future.  

● Do not try to fix anything or respond with your view on what they just said. Simple 
acknowledge that you heard and understood what they said and ask another question. 

 
Lead tracking template (save a copy to make changes)  
 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Hc5FXam1yytocfRtAnDGKdE1qkCTzj8eZdqlRLN4P0
U/  
 
 
GUIDE 
 

1. Ask questions about their situation and create a clear picture of who they are now 
2. Ask questions about their desired situation. Help them get to a bigger picture and higher 

level goal if they are only sharing a “next step” type of goal. 
3. Summarize what you have heard (present and future) and ask one of these: 

a. How would you like me to help you?  
b. Based on what you know about me, how do you think I can help you?  

4. If they say they don’t know enough about you, then ask what they do know and what 
else they would like to know 

5. When the connection between what they want and what you can do to help is clear, then 
ask if they want to do that. 

a. Ok, I believe that I can help you… What I suggest is working together for three 
sessions so I can show you how everything works and make sure you 
understand everything clearly. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Hc5FXam1yytocfRtAnDGKdE1qkCTzj8eZdqlRLN4P0U/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Hc5FXam1yytocfRtAnDGKdE1qkCTzj8eZdqlRLN4P0U/


b. Ok, I believe that I can do this for you... What I suggest is that I trade this strategy 
for you in your account.  

c. Ok, I believe that I can show you how to do this…  What I suggest is that we get 
together for some one-on-one consulting so that I can explain exactly how to… 

6. After you have given your recommendation, don’t say anything else… just wait for them 
to agree or ask questions.  

7. If they are silent for longer than 10 seconds, then ask if they have any questions about 
how that would work. 

8. If at any point it’s clear that there is no opportunity to work together, then say “Well, 
John, I appreciate that you took some time to talk with me today, but I don’t think that 
what I’m doing is the right fit for you now. So, I can let you go unless you have any other 
questions for me right now? Alright, thank you again for your time and feel free to reach 
back out if you want to talk again.”  

 
In this whole process, you can see that nearly everything is a question. There is only one point 
where you chime in with what you think.  
 
When they are confused, silent, holding back, defensive, etc. Do not start explaining things in 
detail, but simply ask another question about them or ask what they would like to know about 
you and what you do.  
 
When conducted this way, speaking with people will become addictive.  
 

1. Even if only 2% of calls turn into clients, 98% of calls should provide value 
2. You are receiving free feedback about you, your business, and your strategy  
3. People talk and word will spread.  


